Pepper & Carrot

Episode 3: The secret ingredients
Good morning Sir, I would like eight pumpkins, please.

Here you are, that's 60Ko*

...Oh dear

* Ko = the Komona currency unit
Uhh sorry, I’ll have to take only four...

Greetings, good Sir. Please prepare two dozen of everything for me. Premium quality, as usual.

It’s always a pleasure to serve you, Miss Saffron.

Hey look, it’s Pepper.

Oh, let me guess business is booming in the countryside?

I guess you’re preparing the ingredients for tomorrow’s potion challenge?

... a potion challenge?

... tomorrow?
Lucky me, I still have a full day to prepare!

Let’s win this challenge!
Oh ... !
I know ...

... that's exactly what I need !

Carrot !
Get ready, we'll hunt the ingredients together
First, I need a few pearls of mist from those black clouds ...

... and some red berries from the haunted jungle
... plus egg shells from the Phoenix valley of the volcanos ...

... and finally a drop of milk from a young DragonCow
That's it Carrot, I think I have everything I need.

It looks ... ... Perfect.

Mmm ... Best ... Coffee ... Ever!

It's everything I'll need to work all night long and make the best potion for tomorrow's challenge.

To be continued ...
This webcomic is totally free and open-source
(Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported, hi-res source files available to download)
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▲ Research for better facial expression of Pepper.

▲ Research for the other witch, Saffron.
Philosophy
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Quality entertainment for everyone, everywhere
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